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5304 Mt. Vernon Ave. \ 

February 12, 1979 

eS. Attorney General 
Bepartment of Justice 
Washington DC (20535 | 
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Reference: the attached telegram; 
copies of FBI records pertaining to Dallas City 

Folice, walker, and a bullet. 

The Dallas City Police Department will verify that the bullet 

fired at Walker, 9 pm, April 10, 1963, passed through the center wood 

cross strip of the outer BcLeen, corough the wood frames of both panes 

of the «xindow--upper and lower, to include the copper weather strip 

between and through an inside masonry wall reinforced with solid tin 

and metal lathing, vintage 1926, to fall spent below the exit hole 

in the mortar blown from the wall. ) ) 

The bullet used and pictured on the TV, by :the US Senate G. 

Robert Blakey Committee on Assassinations is a ridiculous substitute 

-fer a bullet completely mutilated by such obstruction, baring no 

resemblance to any unfired bullet in shape or form. 

IT saw the hunk of lead, picked up by a policeman in my house, 

and IT teok it from him and I inspected it carefully. There is no 

mistake. There has been a substitution for the bullet fired by 

Oswald and taken out of my house.’ 

It is requested that you withdraw the substituted bullet from 

all records and files pertaining to the assassination of John F.” 

Kennedy and the attempted assassination of Walker, and that you 

assure the security of the withdrawn bullet for future comparisons. 

I desire to be informed of your actions. 

',.. Sincerely, 

Edwin A. Walker 
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